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The construction of the KacMoody generalizations of the Steinberg groups has
not included the infinite dimensional versions of the great Lie algebras. This is
because the construction has assumed the existence of representations with domi-
nant integral highest weights, an assumption which does not hold for those Lie
algebras. An extension of the definition of the Weyl group to the adjoint of the
Cartan subalgebra permits the construction of the Steinberg groups with Tits
systems for that case.  1997 Academic Press
The theory of KacMoody Lie algebras (now sometimes called Kac
Moody algebras) originated with the work of Wonenburger and her students,
Berman, Marcuson, and Moody [4, 5, 12, 15], and independently with
that of Kac [6]. The importance of the subject grew after Macdonald [11]
pointed out connections with Dedekind’s ’-function. In the ensuing
decades, hundreds of papers and several books have appeared on Kac
Moody theory. This interest stems from both the depth of the results [7,
8, 22] and the breadth of the applications [3, 10, 14].
From the start, the groups generalizing Chevalley and Steinberg groups
received their share of attention. Moody and his student Teo were the first
to study the KacMoody versions of the Chevalley (adjoint) groups [16],
and Marcuson initiated the theory of KacMoody Steinberg (nonadjoint)
groups [13]. The thrust of this research was to show the existence of Tits
systems, [21], or B-N pairs, in the groups. Peterson and Kac [18] and
Morita [17] have also considered the KacMoody Steinberg groups. Inter-
est in these groups has continued up until the present day [1, 2, 8, 9, 14,
19, 22].
In the construction of the KacMoody versions of Steinberg’s groups, it
was assumed that the highest weight of the module on which the group
acts was the dominant integral. We show that the KacMoody Lie
algebras which generalize the great Lie algebras An , Bn , Cn , and Dn admit
no representation with dominant integral highest weight. This necessitates
an extension of the action of the Weyl group to the Cartan subalgebra. The
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theory then proceeds along familiar lines leading to the construction of Tits
systems for these KacMoody Lie algebras like those already discussed.
THE KACMOODY LIE ALGEBRAS
Let (Aij) be one of the infinite Cartan matrices
2 &1 0 0 0 } } }
&1 2 &1 0 0
0 &1 2 &1 0
A=\ 0 0 &1 2 &1 + ,} } } }} } } }
} } } }
2 &1 0 0 0 } } }
&2 2 &1 0 0
0 &1 2 &1 0
B=\ 0 0 &1 2 &1 + ,} } } }} } } }
} } } }
2 &2 0 0 0 } } }
&1 2 &1 0 0
0 &1 2 &1 0
C=\ 0 0 &1 2 &1 + ,} } } }} } } }
} } } }
or
2 0 &1 0 0 } } }
0 2 &1 0 0
&1 &1 2 &1 0
D=\ 0 0 &1 2 &1 + .} } } }} } } }
} } } }
For , a field of characteristic 0, we will denote by L the KacMoody
,-Lie algebra determined by (Aij). L is an infinite-dimensional version of
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one of the great Lie algebras An , Bn , Cn , or Dn . Let H be the Cartan sub-
algebra of L, H* its dual, and [hi] its basis. Let A be an infinite dimen-
sional ,-vector space with basis [:i]. Because A may be embedded in H*
by the isomorphism t defined as :~ i (hj)=Aij , we regard A as a subspace
of H*. We will sometimes write (+, h) for +~ (h)=+(h), + # A, h # H.
Let 6(P) be the set of all simple (positive) roots in A. Corresponding to
each root :, we have the root space L: . Define wi # Hom(A, A) by :jwi=
:j&:ji:j . We call the group generated by the wi ((wi) ) the Weyl group W.
Proposition 1. W is a Coxeter group with presentation [(wiwj)mij :
mij<], where mij is given by
Aij Aji 0 1 2 3 4
mij 2 3 4 6 
for i{ j, and mii=2.
Proof. See Moody [15].
Let M be an irreducible e-extreme L-module with highest weight 4 # A,
and let M+ be the weight space corresponding to the weight +. A linear
function 1 # H* is called the dominant integral if each 1(hi) is a non-
negative integer.
Theorem 1. If 4=n1 #i:i # A, and 4 is the dominant integral, then
4=0.
Proof. When (Aij)=A, application of 4 to the generators hi gives the
linear system
4(h1)=2#1&#2 =P1 0
4(h2)= &#1+2#2&#3 =P2 0
4(h3)= &#2+2#3&#4 =P3 0
} }
} }
} }
4(hn&1)= &#n&2+2#n&1&#n=Pn&10
4(hn)= &#n&1+2#n =Pn 0
4(hn+1)= &#n =Pn+10
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which is equivalent to the system
2#1&#2 =P1
3#2&2#3=2P2+P1
4#3&3#4=3P3+2P2+P1
}
}
}
n#n&1&(n&1) #n&2= :
n&1
1
iPi
(n+1) #n=:
n
1
iPi
0= :
n+1
1
iPi
the last equation of which forces all Pi=0. When (Aij)=B , C , or D ,
similar sets of equations yield n+12 2Pi+P1=0, 
n+1
1 Pi=0, or
n+13 2Pi+P2+P1=0, respectively. In each of these cases as well, all Pi
must be 0.
THE KACMOODY GROUPS
Theorem 1 shows that there exists no nontrivial dominant integral
highest weight 4 upon which W acts. Therefore, we set hjwi=hj&Aijhi .
This definition ensures that ( , ) is invariant under W.
Theorem 2. The action of W on H naturally extends the action of W
on A.
Proof. By abuse of notation, let :j w$i=:j&Aji:i , and let W$=(w$i).
For each w # W=(wi) , we define the adjoint w* acting on H* by
(+w*, h)=(+, hw) . Let W*=[w*: w # W].
Note that W$ and W are the Coxeter groups of (Aij) and (Aij)t, respec-
tively. Now, W$ has a presentation [(w$iw$j)m
$ij]. By Proposition 1, mij=m$ij .
Hence W is isomorphic to W$, where the isomorphism is given by wi  w$i .
Next, we note that w w_ (w&1)* is an isomorphism of W onto W*. Since
W is generated by the wi , _ is determined by wi w
_ w_i =w*i . Hence, W*
is generated by the w*i .
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We denote by $ the isomorphism
w*i w
_&1 wi  w$i
of W* onto W$. Now, w*i agrees with w$i on A. This follows from
(:j w*i , hk)=(:j , hk wi)=(:j , hk&Aik hi)
=(:j , hk)&Aji(:i , hk)=(:j&Aji:i , hk)
=(:j w$i , hk).
Thus $ and the homomorphism \ defined by w*\=w* | A agree on the gen-
erators w*i . Hence \=$, and since $ is an isomorphism, \ must be one
also.
) For each Weyl-simple root : [13], choose :i and w # W such that
:i w=:. Let w:=w&1wiw, and let h:=hi w. For 0{t # ,, and : # 6W, let
|:=w:(1), and let h:(t)=|&1: w:(t).
Corollary 2.1. h:(t) acts on each M+ as multiplication by the scalar
t(+, h:), and |:h;(t) |&1: =h;w:(t) .
The remaining steps in the construction of a Tits system are as in Marcuson
[13] or Steinberg [20]. By setting
G=(exp(te:) : : # PW, e: # L:),
U&n=(exp(te:)&n : : # P) ,
U=[g # G : g&n is defined and # U&n for all n],
N=(w:(t) : : # 6W) ,
H=(h:(t) : : # 6W) ,
B=UH,
and
S=[wi],
we obtain the nonadjoint KacMoody group G, the Borel subgroup B, and
the normalizer N. The argument from the dominant integral case then
applies to prove
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Theorem 3. G, B, N, and S form a Tits system, i.e.,
(B _ N)=G,
B & N is normal in N,
S is a set of involutions generating W=N(B & N),
for all s # S, w # W, wBsBwB _ BwsB, and
for all s # S, sBs3 B.
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